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Explore the Natural Wonders of Kamikochi
Valley

Embark on a breathtaking journey through the heart of the
Japanese Alps in Kamikochi Valley. This day trip is designed for
nature lovers and outdoor enthusiasts, offering a chance to
immerse in the serene beauty of alpine landscapes. Discover
pristine rivers, majestic mountains, and diverse flora and fauna.
The itinerary includes iconic points of interest, ensuring a
memorable experience in one of Japan's most scenic
destinations. Get ready to capture stunning photographs and
create lasting memories in the untouched wilderness of
Kamikochi.
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 Trip Summary

Day 1

1 08:00 Google Maps  K-30 Kamikochi Bus Terminal

2 08:45 Google Maps  Kappa Bridge

3 10:00 Google Maps  Myojin Pond

4 11:30 Google Maps  Tashirobashi, Hotakabashi bridge

5 13:30 Google Maps  Taisho Pond

6 15:00 Google Maps  Tashiro Pond
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https://maps.google.com/?cid=7328951783989613255
https://maps.google.com/?cid=1807677151479209040
https://maps.google.com/?q=Myojin+Pond&ftid=0x601d469f3bcc64c5:0x4e4cdd6f98492dbf
https://maps.google.com/?cid=865317531560704904
https://maps.google.com/?q=Taisho+Pond&ftid=0x601d460fa6148975:0x48de0bce350e9a44
https://maps.google.com/?q=Tashiro+Pond&ftid=0x601d460c98034f2d:0x7888a382cae32662


 Day 1

1 08:00  K-30 Kamikochi Bus Terminal 
Azumi, Matsumoto, Nagano 390-1516, Japan

Kamikochi Bus Terminal is the gateway to the stunning
Kamikochi Valley in the Japanese Alps. It offers easy access to
hiking trails and breathtaking mountain views.

 663highland, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons 

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

2 08:45  Kappa Bridge 
Kamikochi Azumi, Matsumoto, Nagano 390-1516, Japan

Kappa Bridge is a famous landmark in the Japanese Alps, known
for its stunning views of the surrounding mountains and crystal-
clear streams. It is a popular spot for hikers and nature
enthusiasts, offering access to various hiking trails and outdoor
activities. The bridge is also famous for its folklore, as it is said to
be a gathering place for mythical creatures called "kappa."
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kamikochi_Bus_Terminal01n4272.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://maps.google.com/?cid=7328951783989613255
https://www.getyourguide.com/s/?q=K-30 Kamikochi Bus Terminal, Japan&partner_id=TL9QH04
https://www.booking.com/searchresults.en.html?aid=7940302&ss=K-30 Kamikochi Bus Terminal, Japan


Visitors should not miss the opportunity to experience the natural
beauty and cultural significance of Kappa Bridge.

 663highland, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons 

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

3 10:00  Myojin Pond 
Myojin Pond, Azumi, Matsumoto, Nagano 390-1516, Japan

Myojin Pond is a stunning natural attraction located in the
Japanese Alps. This picturesque pond is famous for its crystal-
clear waters and breathtaking mountain views, making it a must-
visit destination for nature lovers and outdoor enthusiasts.
Surrounded by lush forests and towering peaks, Myojin Pond
offers a peaceful and serene escape from the hustle and bustle
of city life. Visitors can enjoy hiking, photography, and simply
taking in the beauty of this tranquil oasis.
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:150920_Kappa-bashi_Kamikochi_Japan01n.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://maps.google.com/?cid=1807677151479209040
https://www.getyourguide.com/s/?q=Kappa Bridge, Japan&partner_id=TL9QH04
https://www.booking.com/searchresults.en.html?aid=7940302&ss=Kappa Bridge, Japan


 English: Abasaa日本語: あばさー, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons 

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

4 11:30 - 11:30  Tashirobashi, Hotakabashi bridge 
Azumi, Matsumoto, Nagano 390-1520, Japan

Tashiro Bridge is a famous landmark in the Japanese Alps, known
for its stunning views of the surrounding mountains and lush
forests. The bridge is a popular spot for tourists to take in the
natural beauty of the area and capture memorable photos.
Visitors can also enjoy hiking trails and outdoor activities nearby.
Tashiro Bridge is a must-visit for anyone looking to experience
the breathtaking scenery of the Japanese Alps.

 pcs34560 from jawp This photo was taken with Canon EOS 500D, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Myojin_Pond_Ichino-ike_02.JPG
https://maps.google.com/?q=Myojin+Pond&ftid=0x601d469f3bcc64c5:0x4e4cdd6f98492dbf
https://www.getyourguide.com/s/?q=Myojin Pond, Japan&partner_id=TL9QH04
https://www.booking.com/searchresults.en.html?aid=7940302&ss=Myojin Pond, Japan
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Azusa_river_as_seen_from_Tashirobashi_bridge_20110717_0616_photo_by_Pcs34560.jpg


Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

5 13:30 - 13:30  Taisho Pond 
Taisho Pond, Azumi, Matsumoto, Nagano 390-1516, Japan

Taisho Pond is a picturesque, turquoise-colored pond located in
the Japanese Alps, near the town of Kamikochi. It is famous for its
stunning reflection of the surrounding mountains and vibrant
autumn foliage. Visitors can take a leisurely stroll around the
pond and enjoy the serene natural beauty. Taisho Pond is a must-
visit for nature lovers and photographers seeking a peaceful and
scenic spot in the Japanese Alps.

 photo: Qurren (talk) Taken with Canon IXY 10S, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons 

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels
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https://maps.google.com/?cid=865317531560704904
https://www.getyourguide.com/s/?q=Tashirobashi, Hotakabashi bridge, Japan&partner_id=TL9QH04
https://www.booking.com/searchresults.en.html?aid=7940302&ss=Tashirobashi, Hotakabashi bridge, Japan
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Taisho_Pond_2011-09.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
https://maps.google.com/?q=Taisho+Pond&ftid=0x601d460fa6148975:0x48de0bce350e9a44
https://www.getyourguide.com/s/?q=Taisho Pond, Japan&partner_id=TL9QH04
https://www.booking.com/searchresults.en.html?aid=7940302&ss=Taisho Pond, Japan


6 15:00 - 15:00  Tashiro Pond 
Tashiro Pond, Azumi, Matsumoto, Nagano 390-1516, Japan

Tashiro Pond is a picturesque alpine lake located in the Japanese
Alps, known for its stunning reflection of the surrounding
mountains and vibrant foliage in the fall. The pond is a popular
spot for nature lovers and photographers, offering a serene and
tranquil atmosphere. Visitors can enjoy hiking trails around the
pond and take in the breathtaking scenery. Tashiro Pond is a
must-visit destination for those seeking natural beauty and a
peaceful escape in Japan.

 くろふね, CC BY 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons 

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels
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